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Chipped, dull worn bathtubs are everywhere.
Turn them to Cash!
As a plumber you understand that most property owners do not want the expense of a new bathtub they just want it
to “look like new”. And now you can have a professional do it yourself method of tub repair and total restoration that
was never possible before. With the SPR tub restoration kit and a few hours of your time you can restore a like new
look to most, dull ugly bathtubs. The suggested retail price for bathtub refinishing is $499.00 to restore an old tub to
look like new. The SPR system is easy to learn and produces great and lasting results. We would like to share our
eco-friendly products and our vast knowledge base with you and welcome you to become a part of our world-wide
eco-friendly surface restoration team.
Advanced NO-Spray Bathtub Restoration is now available to any entrepreneur who has the insight to
recognize the benefits of this lucrative opportunity.

RESTORE BATHTUBS EASIER THAN YOU EVER IMAGINED
No Paint, No Spray, Little or No Odors & Ready To Use The Same Day!
Each kit restores 15 or more bathtubs
Step 1 Clean the tub with the included scrub pad and a unique blend of pleasant smelling mild
acids that will remove virtually everything on the tub, yet will not harm the surface.
Step 2 Repair any chip or scratch with our chip Repair Kit.
Step 3 We recommend applying Slip-Grip™ to the tub bottom to create a factory like surface for
safety and cover any repairs made on the bottom of the tub.
Step 4 Restore the tubs worn surface by using our unique method of applying SPR liquid
polymer surface sealers to microscopically restore the dull, worn surface to its original look. Kits
can not change the color of the tub but restores the original gloss and ease of cleaning.
This process will never peel like a painted tub!
Step 5 Re-caulk the tub with our recommended caulking for a “like new look”.

KITS Restore 15 or More Tubs of any color
Easy to follow instructions included
# TKP 15 Porcelain Tub Restoration Kit. Restores the gloss to steel & older cast iron tubs .
# TKA 12 Acid Resistant Porcelain Tub Restoration Kit. Restores the gloss to Acid resistant cast iron tubs.
(See our website for an explanation of acid resistant tubs and how to recognize them)

# TKF 12 Fiberglass Tub Restoration Restores the gloss to Fiberglass Tubs & Showers.
See our website for more unique bathtub and surface restoration products and equipment! www.aok.org

Roll-On A Factory Like Tub Bottom
For Porcelain, Fiberglass Acrylic or Cultured Marble

SLIP-GRIP
Low Odor
&

SLIP-GRIP
“GREEN” Eco Friendly
NO ODORS
(Roll-On Coating)

15 Tub Kit (white)
Can be tinted to match tub color

Easy to follow instructions included
# SGKS Slip-Grip Tub Bottom Treatment (Starter Kit)
# SGKS Slip-Grip Tub Bottom Treatment (Refill Kit)
# SGGS Slip-Grip GREEN (No Odor) Tub Bottom Treatment (Starter Kit)
# SGGS Slip-Grip GREEN (No Odor) Tub Bottom Treatment (Refill Kit)
Kit Includes: Every thing needed plus roller handle & universal template for outlining tape at both ends of the tub.
Slip-Grip™ treatment looks and feels like a factory installed tub bottom. The kit permits you to make any shape or
size slip resistant tub or shower bottom. (Can be tinted) Hotels love it! You can treat their tubs in the morning and
they can rent the room the same day!
Easy to apply, quick drying, fast odor dissipation and ready to use in a very short time after completion.
See our website for more unique bathtub and surface restoration products and equipment! www.aok.org

Fiberglass Tub or Shower Bottom Rebuilding
Cracked, Crushed, Soft etc.
Absolutely NO Spraying & No Foam Injection Necessary!

Cracks or holes in the bottom of
a fiberglass tubs or shower unit
make them un-usable due to
leaking and seepage.

Cracked tub bottom in two locations

Rebuilt and Slip-Grip coated

Close up of a cracked area

Looks and feels like a factory bottom
Bottom Rebuild Kit
Easy to follow instructions included

SPR rebuilt tub and shower bottoms are rock hard and will highly resist re-cracking!!!
This can be done in conjunction with or without restoring the entire tub using the SPR Tub Restoration Products

Easy to do once you understand how it works:
• Without complicated and often damaging foam injection due to over expansion.
• No getting to the back or under the tub to insert supports.
• NO drain removal necessary.
• Used on thousands of damaged fiberglass bottoms and never a redo!
Includes all necessary products:
• NO Mess
• Low Odors
• Low Flammability
• Virtually NO clean up since all products are used in the process.
• Place used roller and mixing cups in a small plastic bag for disposal or recycling.
• Can be used on any brand and any conventional size tub or shower bottom. (Custom sizes available)
IMPORTANT: After bottom is completely rebuilt it should be coated with Slip-Grip™ slip resistant coating for best
appearance. All of this can easily be completed in a few hours. The unit can be used the same day.
FTub Standard tub 16” X 34” ……....
FShower Standard shower 36” X 36”..
FCustom Specify size or we send template for odd shape tub or shower…$199.00 up
See our website for more unique bathtub and surface restoration products and equipment! www.aok.org

REPAIR
Chipped Porcelain & Fiberglass
Bathtubs & Sinks
CHIP REPAIR
Made Easy

1. Mix tints with chip filler to match
color.
2. Fill Chip.
3. Fast hardening

4. Sand smooth.
5. Apply Clear Glaze for glossy finish.

SPR®
Chip Repair Kit

With the SPR® Chip Repair Kit
A few inexpensive, easy to acquire tools and a little practice you can soon become a professional repair technician

Chip Repair Starter Kit for all first time buyers
CRPRO Professional. Repairs most any kind of chip or blemish…

See prices and order form

See our website for more unique bathtub and surface restoration products and equipment! www.aok.org

